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Kia ora,

Oceania, a major exhibition of Māori and Pacific culture, will run at the 
Royal Academy in London in late 2018 and at the Musée du quai Branly-
Jacques Chirac in Paris in early 2019. The exhibition, spanning more 
than 500 years, will include 200 works exploring the art and culture of 
New Zealand, Polynesia, Melanesia and Micronesia.

Five Māori and Pasifika writers will travel to Europe from New Zealand 
to take part in events and join the conversations around this landmark 
exhibition: David Eggleton, Witi Ihimaera, Tina Makereti, Karlo Mila 
and Paula Morris. Excerpts from their work are included in this sampler, 
along with writing by other contemporary Māori and Pasifika authors: 
Gina Cole, Patricia Grace, Courtney Sina Meredith, Kelly Ana Morey, 
Apirana Taylor, and Albert Wendt.

Contemporary Māori and Pasifika writing is vibrant and vital, speaking 
to a range of experiences, identities, and points of view – urban and rural, 
local and international, gay and straight. Many of the writers here were 
featured in the groundbreaking Black Marks on the White Page anthology, 
edited by Ihimaera and Makereti (Penguin 2017). Names range from 
trailblazers like Grace and Wendt to new voices like Cole and Meredith, 
diverging in style and subject matter, all defying imposed definitions of 
what is ‘traditional’ or ‘authentic.’

Enjoy this sampler of fiction, nonfiction and poetry from the South 
Pacific. There’s contact information for publishers, translators, festival 
directors and media on the final page.
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GINA COLE 

‘Na Noqu Bubu’

Gina Cole is a fiction writer and poet of Fijian, 
Scottish and Welsh descent. After completing her 
Masters in Creative Writing at Auckland University, 
Cole’s debut collection Black Ice Matter won Best First 
Book of Fiction at the 2017 Ockham New Zealand 
Book Awards. Her work is widely anthologized and 
published in journals such as Takahē, JAAM, Express 
Magazine, and Span. She was keynote speaker at 
the 2017 Auckland Writers Festival and the Same 
Same But Different LGBTQIA+ Writing Festival. 
A barrister, she specializes in family law. In 2018 
she was invited to participate in the Iowa Writers 
Program Fall Residency, made possible by a Creative 
New Zealand grant. These excerpts from Cole’s essay 
Na Noqu Bubu in the anthology Home: New Writing 
(Massey UP, 2017) explores the darker side of home, 
when violence renders home no longer safe.
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Excerpts

Na Noqu Bubu1

Fijian Grandmother
I use her name as my password into every confidential area of my on-line life; 
that parallel universe in cyberspace where I become ‘a thing of words alone.’2 
Fijians are superstitious about the names of the dead… to speak their name 
is to invoke their presence from the world of the Vu, the ancestors. I invoke 
her protective presence several times a day. Sometimes these digital passwords 
require more than just the text of her name; sometimes a number is also required 
or her name is too long and I dare not shorten it, so I use my grandfather’s name 
instead or some configuration of him. He was a matanivanua, a spokesperson 
for the chiefs. His nickname was “the lawyer.” I am the other lawyer in the 
family; my world in family law is crowded with highly charged subjects like 
the care of children, domestic violence, paternity, guardianship, adoption, care 
and protection. My maternal grandparents guard me in death as they did in life 
before the internet revolution required ubiquitous alphanumeric keys to access 
the world in the ether, the world in the cloud. 

The last time I saw Nana was in the roadside village of Lepanoni in Fiji 
in a raised wooden building. It was a weatherboard structure where the green 
paint is peeling off and you enter from bright sunlight into a black world and 
you are momentarily rendered sightless until your eyes adjust to a different life. 
Women emerged out of the corners of the room with dark faces, smiling at me. 
Nana moved forward on the pandanus mats and kneeled next to Nana-Lindy 
who was sprawled on her side like a basking elephant seal, inspecting me with 
a smile and puffing on a rolled up tobacco leaf the colour of molasses. Nana 
questioned Nana-Lindy in fast shrill Seruan dialect. Her eyes were shiny black 
marbles searching my face with focused intensity. Who is this girl? Nana-Lindy 
laughed gently at her. It’s your granddaughter. 

My mother told me that Nana returned to Fiji when she started receiving 
letters telling her that her sisters were dying. She wanted to go home to die. 
I was glad to see her returned into the caring hands of the village women, her 
sisters. They were gentle with her, understanding. They were gentle with me too. 
I imagine they could sense my guilt at having lost touch with Nana. I imagine 
they could sense that I felt adrift, floating in space, my familiar connection with 
Nana, lost. Her sisters provided a firm tether for both of us, anchoring us to the 
mataqali, the extended family of women from whom I am descended.

1 ‘Na Noqu Bubu’ (Fijian: phonetically transcribed as ‘Na Noŋgu Bu:mbu:’) translates as ‘My Grandmother’ in English
2 John Perry Barlow, ‘Crime and Puzzlement,’ 8 June 1990. Available at https://w2.eff.org/Misc/Publications/John_Perry_
Barlow/HTML/crime_and_puzzlement_1.html 

https://w2.eff.org/Misc/Publications/John_Perry_Barlow/HTML/crime_and_puzzlement_1.html
https://w2.eff.org/Misc/Publications/John_Perry_Barlow/HTML/crime_and_puzzlement_1.html
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Gina Cole

Domestic Violence Incident 1972
I was 12 years old. My parents were arguing one night. I was in my bedroom. 
It was nothing new. There was never enough money and they worked long 
hours. They argued constantly. I can’t remember exactly what they were arguing 
about. It was just the usual yelling back and forth. Mum’s voice high pitched and 
angry, Dad talking fast and loud. They yelled at each other a lot. It was always 
unnerving. But this time was different. I heard my mother yell.

‘I want a divorce!’
My father roared like a lion. My mother screamed. Then silence …. The 

script never usually went like that when they argued. I jumped off my bed and 
opened the bedroom door into the wide hall, which ran the whole length of the 
house. At the end of the hall, near the glass-paneled front door, my mother lay 
on the ground half on her side holding her face, crying. In the middle of the 
hall leaning against the wall stood my diminutive grandmother hugging my 
five-year-old sister. As I surveyed this scene, I suddenly felt a great fury towards 
my father. I felt the blood drain from my face until it surged up and struck me 
in the chest like a hammer. I was unable to breathe. I felt something snap in my 
head. I felt a door slam shut in my heart. 

I retreated into a dark and sullen place inside myself. My father would walk 
into a room and I would walk out. He would ask me to make him coffee and I 
would tell him to make it himself. I was punished for my insolence. 

Rage and trauma have cauterized my memory of that time. Large tracts of 
my adolescence are seared into strange shapes. Memories are out of order and 
hard to grasp. I remember police lights revolving red and blue into our living 
room. I remember lots of crying and shouting. Some laughter…some hilarity…
some terror. There was lots of music…disco music…some rock music…Elvis, 
Neil Diamond, the Beegees. I remember the smell of coconut oil Nana received 
in bottles from Fiji. In winter, she warmed the bottle with her hands to melt the 
hard white substance into a smooth yellow liquid that she would rub into her 
skin. I remember running to escape. I remember school as a haven. I remember 
the sanctuary of friendships with other girls who I perceived as having normal 
lives; going to their homes; to their normality. I remember the shame and 
embarrassment of never feeling able to take them back to my home. I was lost, 
borderline, dwelling in the ether. My deep and abiding regret is that during that 
cataclysmic time in my life I lost my Nana forever. I returned to my true nature 
in later life, the forgiving part of me that Nana had identified all those years ago. 
I was able to return using the tools she had given me to survive, to save myself 
from being dragged down into the depths and to have fun, to love life.
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Catching Turtle
She is 1.52 metres tall and weighs 32 kilograms. She stands in profile enveloped 
in a bright blue and white sulu wrapped around her tiny frame and tucked deftly 
at the side of her chest. Her dark brown sinewy arms and slender shoulders are 
bare to the sun. Her hair is dripping, freshly dye-blackened. I sit on the green 
grass growing out of rich dark volcanic soil in the back yard of our Mt Eden 
home. 

She instructs me on the correct method for catching turtles. I have heard she 
was a great diver. She could hold her breath for a very long time and did not 
use goggles. She tells me that if you dive for turtles you should never grab their 
shells from behind their heads. If you do, they can clamp the shell down on your 
fingers and drag you down into the depths with them. You must always grab the 
turtle by their back legs. They are helpless if you grab their back legs.

I accept her knowledge and store it away forever in every cell in my body. She 
is trying to save my life. 

4
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DAVID EGGLETON

‘Clocks, Calendars, Nights, 
Days’ from The Conch 
Trumpet

David Eggleton is a poet, art critic, writer, editor, 
and freelance journalist of Rotuman, Tongan, and 
European ancestry. The former long standing editor 
of New Zealand’s most prestigious literary journal, 
Landfall, he has published eight books of poetry, 
including The Conch Trumpet (Otago UP, 2015), 
which won the 2016 Ockham Book Award for 
poetry and his most recent Edgeland and other poems 
(Otago UP, 2018), an energetic collection in which 
a menagerie of vivid characters burst off the page. 
Well known as a performance poet, David has also 
collaborated with musicians and practitioners of a 
variety of other art forms, from sculpture to fashion 
design. He was awarded the Prime Minister’s Award 
for Literary Achievement in 2016 and the Fulbright-
Creative New Zealand Pacific Writers’ Residency in 
2017. ‘Eggleton’s words will haunt the reader with 
their strange sense of connection and recognition.’ 
(Takahē).
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Clocks, Calendars, Nights, Days

Bitterness of bees dying out,
honeyless clouds, forest drought,
lights red, yellow, charcoal’s grain,
eyes smarting from a world on fire,
air thick with grit; cleave to it.
 By clocks, calendars, nights, days

Bog-cotton frenzy of winter
dancing erasures over hills,
leaf-litter corrected by snow;
fog quick to swallow the sea,
then starting in on the shore.
 By clocks, calendars, nights, days

Skerricks of twigs skim high, 
flung far from grips of fists;
remember to dip your bucket 
deep into the morning sun, 
but don’t drown in apathy.
 By clocks, calendars, nights, days

So down in the earth’s mouth,
a slow song about the rain, 
as you heave from the dark
to hear a thunderous beat 
clocking on the old tin roof.
 By clocks, calendars, nights, days

By fast, by slow, by high, by deep;
by sing, by dance, by laugh, by sleep;
by climb, by fall, by jump, by walk;
by chance, by breath, by cry, by talk;
by clocks, calendars, nights, days.
 By clocks, calendars, nights, days

https://www.anzliterature.com/member/david-eggleton/
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PATRICIA GRACE

 ‘Matariki All-Stars’

Patricia Grace (Ngāti Toa Rangatira, Ngāti 
Raukawa, Te Ātiawa) is the author of many well-
loved and award-winning novels, short stories and 
children’s books. She has won numerous awards 
including the Kiriyama Pacific Rim Book Prize for 
Fiction for Dogside Story, the Nielsen Bookdata  
New Zealand Bookseller’s Choice Award for Tū, and 
was the 2008 laureate of the Neustadt International 
Prize for Literature. She has also been long-listed for 
the Booker Prize. Patricia received a Distinguished 
Companion of the New Zealand Order of Merit 
for her services to literature in 2007 and was the 
Honoured New Zealand Writer at Auckland Writer’s 
Festival in 2014. Patricia’s most current work is a 
children’s book retelling the origins of the Ngāti 
Toa haka ‘Ka Mate’, Haka and the Māori language 
version, Whiti te Ra! This story excerpt ‘Matariki 
All Stars’ is from the anthology Black Marks on the 
White Page (Penguin, 2017), a stunning collection of 
Oceanic stories for the 21st century edited by Witi 
Ihimaera and Tina Makereti.
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Excerpt 
Watson had seven daughters who were all stars. ‘There they are,’ he told Annie 
one night when he was sitting on a box by the clothesline, looking out into the 
northeastern skies. ‘Our awesome daughters, all on stage.’

The actual daughters, inside watching television, ranged in age from three 
to thirteen. The eldest was Lainey. The twins, Pattie and Trinny, were eleven 
months younger than their older sister, and at next birthday, for a month, all 
three would be thirteen. Of the remaining stars, Poppy was nine, Maddie seven, 
Rosie five and Dixie three.

In regard to his teen and soon-to-be teen daughters, Watson had been 
stressing out about ‘women’s stuff’ and ‘facts of life’ – how to divulge, transmit, 
what to say to his girls, what to do. ‘Women’s stuff’ had already begun, had taken 
him by surprise three months back.

‘I have to do better, Annie.’
When Lainey told him about the blood, had shown it to him on the bed 

sheet, he’d felt sick and rushed her to the doctor. The doctor patted his arm and 
sent them in to see the nurse. However, he didn’t go in to the nurse’s room with 
Lainey because the other daughters were waiting in the van for him. He went 
out and used his phone to let the teachers know the girls were going to be late 
for school.

More to come.
More than just monthlies, and for the first time in three years Watson 

thought of contacting his sister. Going through his mind were words she’d yelled 
at him the morning he’d gone and taken Dixie from her. 

‘What do you know about girls?’
Sister Zelda had come and helped him when this youngest girl was born and 

Annie was dying. His sister thought they were irresponsible having all these kids, 
all these girls, and didn’t mind who was witness to her saying so. ‘Idiotic if you 
ask me.’ Watson hadn’t asked her to come, knowing what she was like, but it was 
true he needed her at the time, couldn’t have managed without.

Irresponsible?
He would’ve stopped at five kids, even four, but Annie kept telling him he 

needed a son, which wasn’t true. ‘Girls make me happy,’ he told her.
‘One more try,’ she said three times.
The last pregnancy and her illness were both discovered at the same time. 

Because of the pregnancy she refused treatment for the illness.
‘Don’t worry, Wattie,’ she said, ‘I’ll stick around. Can’t get rid of me that 

easy.’
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Patricia Grace

It wasn’t what the doctors were saying.
Watson wanted her to have the chemotherapy even though it meant the baby 

wouldn’t survive. Annie couldn’t do it, and after she realised all hope of her own 
survival was gone, told him she had no regrets.

‘You’ll manage, Wattie,’ she said.
One month after Dixie’s birth, she died.
Sister Zelda stayed on, ruling their lives, demanding they all stop crying 

because what good would that do? They were worse than the baby. It was true 
Baby never cried. Passed from hand to hand, fed, changed and talked to, Dixie 
was a reprieve, a little blink during the dark days.

‘I gotta get back to the farm,’ Zelda said when Dixie was twelve weeks old. 
‘I’ll take Maddie, Rosie and Dixie with me. You get yourself back to work. Get 
after-school care for the older ones. Get someone in to do a bit of housework.’

‘I’m not going back to work,’ Watson said. ‘The kids need me.’
‘You can’t manage on your own,’ she said.
‘I can manage. I will. The babies aren’t going anywhere.’
It was the only time in his life he’d ever stood up to Zelda. His daughters 

supported him by screaming.
‘All right. All right. Shut up. You girls are as silly as your father. Shut up or 

you’ll have CYFs knocking on your door thinking someone’s being murdered.’

Zelda was four years older than Watson, and she’d looked after him when he was 
a kid, scratched for food, washed their clothes, stood over him while he scrubbed 
himself – all so that the Social Welfare wouldn’t get them. Only a kid herself, he 
realised now, she’d get in to their mother’s handbag or go through her pockets for 
money and, if she found any, run off to the shops for bread or milk. Stole. Jar of 
Marmite in her pocket. They’d have Marmite on toast for breakfast and Marmite 
sandwiches to take to school for lunch. If you didn’t take lunch to school, the 
Welfare got you, according to Zelda.

It wasn’t until next morning, when Watson returned from walking Maddie to 
kōhanga, that he realised his sister hadn’t completely abandoned her plan to 
relieve him of at least the youngest child. He had Rosie in her stroller and was 
turning onto his front path when Zelda came backing down the drive in her car 
with Dixie behind her, strapped into her baby seat. He left Rosie and ran across, 
calling, ‘Watcha doing?’

She stopped and opened the window. ‘Don’t panic. Only for a month ‘til you 
find your feet. Look at you. Total disaster. Bring her back in a month.’
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He ran after her as she continued backing out, but she zipped around at the 
bottom of the drive and shot away. He wheeled Rosie to the back of the house 
and sat on the step, head between his knees, eyes leaking.

‘I’ll get her back,’ he promised Annie. Thin figure of his wife in the white 
bed, teeth and eyes breaking out of her face. Dozing, waking. Little Dixie tucked 
in beside her sleeping and snuffling. 

‘You’ll manage, Wattie.’ A whisper.
‘No worries, my love.’ A promise.
He’d brought mother and baby home from hospital and Zelda had arrived. 

Girls on the sofa having turns holding Dixie, a distraction from DHB coming 
and going with their drips and jabs.

Rosie was calling him. ‘When got to get her back, Rosie,’ he said, unstrapping 
his daughter from the buggy.

The older girls hit the roof when they came home, but he had calmed down by 
then and decided to wait out the month. There wasn’t much else he could do 
without a proper vehicle. He had a work van, which his mate, Tai, had helped 
him fit out with shelving and security bracing to take his paint and plaster gear 
and his ladder. Only enough seats for three in front.

Each morning he dragged himself, sleepless, out of the pit, dizzy, fat-eyed. 
Kids crying. Had turns, or did it all together. Who could blame them? He mad 
breakfast and school lunches while Lainey dressed Rosie, washed her face and 
hands and helped her with her Weet-Bix. She’d decided this was her role now. 
After breakfast Lainey followed her sisters off to brush their teeth while Watson 
began washing dishes.

He saw Lainey, Patie, Trinny and Poppy away to school and set out in the 
opposite direction, with Rosie in her stroller, to walk Maddie to kōhanga reo. 

At home again he finished tidying the kitchen with Rosie playing on the 
floor around him, ignoring toys, getting into the pot cupboard, or climbing. 
Climbing was what she most wanted to do, but she liked the fridge photos too, 
which he had put down low for her to see.

‘Mummy?’
‘Yes.’ He wondered how much Rosie remembered. By that time of day his 

insides were collapsing – inside his face, inside his head, inside his stomach. 
Legs going bandy. Arms, heavy as tyres hanging out the washing, carrying Rosie, 
bringing the wash basket. Flashbacks. Eyes dripping, Had to get his head down.

‘Change your bum and we go moe,’ he said to Rosie. ‘Go ni-nighs.’ He 
changed her nappy and prepared her morning bottle, lay her down on the big 
bed and crashed out beside her. Dead sleep. Best sleep. The only sleep.
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Patricia Grace

If Rosie woke before he did, she would jump on him, sit on his face – which 
was just as well because he didn’t know what she might get up to if he slept on. 
Climb? Fall? Squeeze the toothpaste out of the tube, take off along the street 
never to be seen again? Rosie gone. That is, if he forgot to lock the doors. Maddie 
not collected from kōhanga. That is, if he forgot to set his phone alarm as a 
back-up.

Getting off the bed he’d go to the bathroom, cup his hands under the cold 
tap, give his face and hair a soaking, glimpse the wreck of himself in the mirror. 
All the splashing and gasping amused Rosie. Her mother’s round eyes. When he 
was done she would grab hold of his leg and he’d walk with her clinging.

‘Thank God for you, Rosie,’ he’d say as he opened the fridge.

https://www.anzliterature.com/member/patricia-grace/
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WITI IHIMAERA

‘Takawhi & The Hero’s 
Journey’, abridged, from 
Native Son

The writing of Witi Ihimaera (Te Aitanga-a-
Mahāki, Tūhoe, Te Wha nau-ā-Apanui) has touched 
generations of readers. The first Māori writer to 
publish both a book of short stories and a novel, 
he has written more than 30 books for adults and 
children, as well as screenplays, scripts, essays and 
libretto. His best known novel is The Whale Rider, 
made into the award-winning film. Other novels 
adapted for the screen include Nights in the Garden 
of Spain, Bulibasha and Medicine Woman. He is 
the recipient of numerous awards including Book 
of the Year at the New Zealand Book Awards; 
inaugural Star of Oceania Award (University of 
Hawaii); laureate award from the New Zealand 
Arts Foundation; Toi Māori Maui Tiketike Award; 
premiere Māori arts award Te Tohu Tiketike a Te 
Waka Toi; and Premio Ostana International Award. 
He is a Distinguished Companion of the Order 
of New Zealand. Ihimaera is a respected voice on 
Māori, Pacific and indigenous affairs, and advocates 
compellingly for Māori artists, as well as for Māori 
and New Zealand literature. Native Son is the 
second volume of his memoirs.
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Excerpt

1.

I was 19 in 1963 when I left my small village of Waituhi to begin studies at the 
University of Auckland. The villagers were all very proud of me and came to see 
me off.

 Just before I left my revered grandaunt, Mini, stroked my cheek and said, 
‘Ah, you are following in the footsteps of Tawhaki.’ 

 
Throughout Polynesia there was no greater example of the hero’s journey - than 
the story of Tawhaki. 

 The cycle was the Polynesian equivalent of The Epic of Gilgamesh. Originating 
from ancient Mesopotamia, Gilgamesh narrated the epic story of the king of 
Uruk and, dating from 2100 BC, is the earliest surviving work of great literature. 

 During my early manhood, Tawhaki became my exemplar. For all of us 
who left our villages in New Zealand or islands throughout Polynesia for the 
metropolitan centres in France, New Zealand or Australia, he was the hero 
whose journey we were encouraged to emulate ‒ ‘Whaia te ara o to tatou tupuna 
a Tawhaki’ - particularly if we were embarking on university careers.

2.

Tawhaki’s birth was preceded by predictions of greatness. It was said that no 
infant had such gleaming skin as his. The sheen of it was taken to indicate that he 
was set apart to accomplish great tasks. As he grew to boyhood most people were 
not aware of anything abnormal about him until he threw aside his garments 
and ‘clothed himself with lightning.’ 

 His nobility and generosity also set him apart, arousing jealousy. Like most 
boys he had small wooden canoes which he would race in competitions against 
the boats of other boys. He kept on winning. So much so that his cousins gave 
him a hiding, beating him until they thought they had killed him. The forbearing 
Tawhaki got up and followed them home. 

 I like what Tawhaki did next. Instead of telling on them, he turned them 
into papahu or porpoises. 

 In New Zealand we told an adult version of this story. In it Tawhaki was 
not a child but a man married to Hinepiripiri. While fishing, he fell out with 
his brothers-in-law who fought him and left him for dead. But Hinepiripiri 
discovered him still alive and they escaped together, retreating with their 
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followers to a fortified kainga on the top of a very high mountain. This time 
Tawhaki’s revenge wasn’t so playful. He called upon the climate gods to flood the 
world and drown his would-be murderers.

 By the time Tawhaki was a young man, his beauty and aristocratic bearing 
as an ariki had already made him the cynosure of all eyes - the gaze of all Pacific 
peoples was on him. The people of the Tuamotu Archipelago, almost 80 islands 
and atolls, claimed that the very sight of Tawhaki made women ‘distraught’ with 
love. 

 Interest elevated when lightning was seen flashing from his armpits! 
 Tawhaki’s unearthly radiance created much envy. In Mangareva, the largest 

of the Gambier Island in French Polynesia, rival warriors turned themselves into 
fish and, during a diving competition, waited under water to tear this shining 
skin off. But Whaitiri, his grandmother, guessed the warriors’ plan and she too 
hid underwater where she gathered the bits into her basket. She was reputed 
to have stuck them all back on her grandson again but couldn’t find enough 
to cover the soles of his feet. Humans weren’t the only ones to covet Tawhaki’s 
skin ‒ the whe, the stick insects, had managed to steal those bits for themselves.

 And, of course, Tawhaki attracted not only human but divine interest. A 
celestial woman, Hapai, was attracted to Tawhaki and floated down from the 
heavens to be with him. She became Tawhaki’s second wife and they had a daughter.

3.

Every hero required a great ‘search and rescue’ mission to elevate his story from 
the ordinary to the extraordinary.

 Tawhaki had three such missions that stand out. The first had to do with 
seeking and finding imprisoned parents, leading to the classic parental reunion. 
The second involved searching and locating Hapai and his daughter leading, 
again, to a classic reunion ‒ this time of husband with wife and child. And the 
third required him to climb into the heavens and bring back fabled baskets of 
knowledge, leading to his elevation by all humankind as their saviour. 

 To accomplish all three missions Tawhaki risked his life and placed himself 
in immense danger. 

 Let’s look at how his saga played out in the first mission.

Some years earlier Tawhaki’s parents, Hema and Urutonga had gone missing. 
All that was known was that they had set out to seek a birth gift for their son. 
This suggests that their disappearance occurred when Tawhaki and his brother, 
Karihi were children. They become the classic orphan siblings of myth. 
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 We don’t know when Tawhaki decided to search for his parents. But he ‒ 
and Karihi ‒ must have been only adolescents when they were told the rumours 
that Hema and Urutonga had trespassed on the territory of the fierce ponaturi, 
the savage and pellucid gillmen and women who served Tangaroa and lived in 
the sea. Some were also winged like bats, able to fly as well as swim. 

 I knew them well. They watched me from the shadows as I slept, waiting for 
me to fall from my cliff of dreams into the sea of nightmares. 

 ‘The ponaturi seized your father,’ Tawhaki was told. ‘They gouged out his 
eyes to light their sleeping house, and then they killed him.’

 ‘What of my mother?’ Tawhaki asked.
 ‘She is probably dead also.’
 

Now, for ancient Maori, it was imperative to recover the bones of relatives 
and bring them back to their own ukaipo or homeland. Only then could the 
appropriate ceremonials be performed to enable the dead to cross over into the 
world beyond this one. Meantime, as spirits, they were condemned to a living 
death.

 Tawhaki and Karihi answered the call to danger, and they left their village 
to find the bones of their dead parents. In so doing, they crossed the paepae, the 
threshold of their homeland and ventured into the unknown. 

 Now there were as many tribes of ponaturi in the ocean as there were human 
iwi living on land. Eventually, Tawhaki and Karihiare came to a meeting house 
called Manawa-Tane which was the last place their parents were known to have 
been before they disappeared. The wharenui was actually on dry land rather than 
under the ocean. All the gillmen and women were swimming in the depths of 
the sea. Together they chased shoals of fish, surrounded them and fed on them 
in an eating frenzy frightening to witness. They returned to the meeting house, 
only to sleep. 

 The only person at Manawa-Tane was an old woman, sitting at the door. She 
saw the two boys coming towards her and began to weep. 

 ‘Are these my sons coming at last?’ 
 The woman was their mother, Urutonga. While the ponaturi had killed 

Hema they had kept her captive. They could not afford to over-sleep and be 
caught by the sun ‒ direct exposure would kill them ‒ and Urutonga was their 
watch-woman. She warned them when dawn was coming so that they could 
rush back to the ocean and descend to its darkest subterranean grottoes.

 ‘They call me Tatau,’ Urutonga told her sons bitterly. ‘They keep yelling to 
me during the night, “Hey, Door, is it dawn yet?”’
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A door was a portal from an outer world to an inner world. Tatau was the 
Guardian of the Door and, when the two brother entered the meeting house, 
they were forever transformed. In symbolic terms, it was the innermost cave, the 
central ordeal. They left boyhood behind and, as they confronted the terrible 
reality of what had happened to Hema, their father, entered adulthood. 

 After being captured, Hema’s eyes had been torn out. His body was 
eviscerated and the remains thrown into a cesspit. When the flesh had wasted 
away, his bones were suspended from the ceiling of the ponaturi’s meeting house. 
But his spirit still inhabited the bones. 

 Imagine Urutonga’s grief at hearing, through all the years of her captivity, 
her husband’s soul calling out, Find me release, wife.

 
Tawhaki and Karihi went through the door. To their horror they saw 

hundreds of skeletons intertwined one with another, interlacing the rafters. 
Which bones were their father’s? 

 Tawhaki chanted an incantation, Where are you, e pa? 
 From within the dense skeletal mass of skulls and bones he heard a rattling 

reply, Here I am. 
 Tenderly, the two brothers extricated Hema’s remains from the skeletal 

cemetery. They cried over the bones and washed them. 
 The next challenge was to find their father’s eyes. But there were many 

glowing eyes through the interior. However, only one pair was crying ‒ Hema’s. 
 The boys trussed their father’s remains together and made ready to take him 

back to their homeland. But darkness was quickly falling.
 ‘Oh sons,’ Urutonga cried. ‘The ponaturi will be returning soon. We must 

get away now.’
 The ocean’s surface was blood red with sunset. The ponaturi rose in their 

many thousands. The surface seethed and broke apart as they rushed through 
the surf or flew up through the waves.

 But Tawhaki paused. He looked at his mother and brother.
 ‘No, we will not go yet. I must avenge my father.’

https://www.anzliterature.com/member/witi-ihimaera/
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Excerpt

He speaks English so well, that at first we took him to be some English 
boy dressed in savage costume — some intruder from a masquerade. We 
were, however, mistaken. He reads and writes English as well as any boy 
his age, and is particularly fond of joking. In fact, we have seen many 
English boys much more stupid, more ignorant, than this specimen of 
the New Zealanders.
— The Daily News, London, 6 April 1846

Listen, miracle of the future. You strange possibility, my descendant. I know you 
are embroiled in your own concerns, but hear me. I’ve seen so many miracles 
in my short life, things I never dared imagine possible, and just as much pain. 
Here, in this place and this time, I am nothing but what I can conceive, what I 
can imagine. Why shouldn’t I make a message for you and you receive it? You 
use machines I cannot even imagine, I know, since even in my time there are 
machines I once could not have imagined. So think of me with you now, as I 
think you. Perhaps you are a mix of all the different peoples I have seen. Perhaps 
you are even something new. You are magnificent; I can sense it. For all I know 
you might wear a coat woven from insect wings and draw energy from the sun. 
So listen. You are my greatest imagining.

I have a story for you. It will seem, as you read, that it is a story about me, 
but the more I write the more I think it is not about my life or my time at all. 
Mr Antrobus told me so often of progress and emancipation and the evolution 
of humanity, but some small voiceinside me wondered, what if progress is an 
illusion, alongside these other great Imperial illusions I have come to love and 
hate in equal measure? What if, in the end, all that exists is the show and the cost 
of a ticket? No. Let me take you behind the curtain. 

I apologise. I grow tired and distracted and abstract. The hour is late. The 
candle is low. Tomorrow I will see whether it is my friends or a ship homewards 
I meet. But I must finish my story for you first. My future, my descendant, my 
mokopuna. Listen.
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CHAPTER ONE

I am not yet eighteen years of age, but I have a thought that I may be dying. They 
don’t say that, of course, but I can read it in their many kindnesses and the way 
they look at one another when I speak of the future. Perhaps I do not need their 
confirmation, for surely I wouldn’t see all I can in the night if I weren’t playing in 
the shadow of death. So when they come and ask about my life, I tell them all. 
What else is there for me to do? I don’t feel it then, the brokenness of my own 
body. I feel only the brokenness of the world. 

From here, in the shadows, I can see a piece of London’s sky and the roofs of 
countless houses. The curtain is flimsy, and I have asked Miss Herring to leave 
it aside, for I am so high in this room and the sky is my only companion these 
many hours. At night, I like to see the beetle making her slow, determined way 
between cracks. I smell the city rising then: black smoke, the underlying reek 
of piss and sweat, the sweetness of hung meat and fruit piled high in storage 
for the morning, its slow rot. My own. The street waits, and the beetle crawls, 
leg over leg, down the brick side of the house. From his vantage point, I see 
it all: every detail in the mortared wall, the coal dust that covers it; the wide 
expanse of London Town, lights shimmering along the Thames and out into a 
wide panorama more delightful than even the sights of the Colosseum. I wish I 
could tell you the air is fresh here, but no, it is stench and smoke and fog rising, 
obscuring the pretty lights. Yet I love it, love this dark and horrid town, feel the 
awe rising even beside the dread. It is a place of dreams.

Sometimes it is a moth who finds her way on swells of air, a ship following 
currents established lifetimes ago, knocked sideways by the draught of a cab 
passing, the hot air expelled from a gelding’s nostrils. The moon is different here, 
not a clean clear stream but a wide and silty river. She lends her light all the same, 
so that I might see the faces that pass. And they pain me, it’s true, for every face is 
one I know, and I cannot say whether they are living or dead. I see all the misses 
and misters of the streets of London, and the ones of Port Nicholson. The worst 
of it is when I see the tattooed face, or hear the music of the garden orchestra, see 
gaudily dressed couples dancing circles, the spectre of shows pitching illusions 
into the air: tricks of light, mechanical wonders, wax figures bearing features 
I knew only for the first few years of my life. I couldn’t even remember my 
mother’s face until I was confined to my bed and now I see her every night, a doll 
animated by a wind-up box. The acrobats then, and my friends from the card 
table. Warrior men and women of my childish and dark memories, from before 
I learnt about the world of books and ships. My shipmen, both loved and feared. 
They don’t speak, my friends and enemies and loved ones, but I know they are 
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waiting; I know the streets below are teeming with them, even when the hour 
grows late and all decent men should be in their own beds. 

It is as if I travel through all the old battles each night until I reach him, and 
though I know not whether he still walks the solid Earth I always find him. Billy 
Neptune, even now grinning and ready to make fun. He is the only one who 
sees me.

‘Hemi, good fellow,’ he calls, ‘back to your bed! What is your business out 
here amongst the filth of the streets? Not the dirt, mind you, I mean people like 
us!’ At this he laughs his short booming laugh, a sound that breaks open in my 
chest like an egg spilling its warm yellow centre.

‘What is it like?’ I ask him every night, or, ‘How are you?’ But he doesn’t 
answer.

‘Ah, Hemi,’ he says. ‘What games we made of it, eh, my fine friend? What 
games.’ And he goes on his way, and I go on mine, circling the restless world.

https://www.anzliterature.com/member/tina-makereti/  
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The Coconut King

The coconut king sends me a text/ he wants to meet up and give me some 
coconut oil/ it isn’t cold pressed/ his mother made it the traditional way in the 
sun/ he’s from a different island where the women are in charge/ their men wait 
on them at home like wives in the west/ Helena says it’s fine to have a holiday 
fling/ even if it’s with the blackest guy on the island/ my aunty says to keep away 
from him/ he’s a heart breaker/ she should know/ always getting caught on rusty 
men like rusty nails/ smartening up in a blue floral dress/ she puts on dangly 
earrings and does a twirl/ pretty as a picture/ I watch her leave the house smiling/ 
promise not to see the black animal/ lying through my teeth.

Helena’s scooter works again/ hear it turn into my aunty’s drive/ look down 
at myself in a pink mood singlet/ blushing into red at the end/ wipe passionfruit 
pulp off my shorts/ stop in the mirror/ turn my neck both ways/ clean and 
slender/ hair smelling like honey/ skin soft like butter/ take some deep breaths/ 
watch the black ants march across the bench/ Helena yells out over the spitting 
engine of the bike/ hurry up and lock the house.

We get to the markets while it’s still light/ the coconut king is sitting in 
a circle with his boys/ they fish and hunt together/ bark at tourists in hotels/ 
wearing next to nothing/ stamp and wail about the gods/ pull white women up 
from the audience to dance and dance/ warriors for hire/ call it round the world 
but it’s just round the room/ round and round the same island playing the same 
songs every Tuesday and Thursday/ he looks up/ sees my face/ jumps to his feet/ 
tells the boys to shut up/ does his best impression of a gentleman/ pats down the 
black curls of his chest/ creeping out from under his singlet/ wades towards me/ 
used to living underwater/ wades through an ocean of women staring/ saying 
dirty things behind his back/ looks at me like I’m the only girl at the market/ 
gives me a kiss on the cheek and two containers of white cake/ Helena’s eyes go 
wide/ she grabs them out of my hands/ stalks off to a table with shade/ takes 
out her phone to text her papa’a boyfriend/ snaps a picture of the cake/ then a 
picture of her bust/ gleaming behind a sunburst knot.

I walk around the food stalls with the coconut king/ watch his leather skin 
glistening in the heat/ beads of sweat push their way through his temples/ I let 
him rest his fingers on my elbow/ let him hold my hand for a second before my 
steak roll is ready/ we walk to the back of the markets and cuddle by the toilets/ 
he melts in my arms.

The church took my grandmother’s stove/ she signed the house over in her 
will/ I go to the flat land where she used to live and feel all the hairs on the back 
of my neck stand up/ she was a quiet woman/ always by the window lathering 
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coconut oil into her hair/ combing until the white teeth turned red/ pleased 
when her scalp was raw/ my aunty says not to think about it/ the missionaries 
gave her something to believe in/ we drive to a garden on the other side of the 
island to pick frangipani for guests arriving from America/ more old white men 
to line the pockets of the island/ my aunty asks why I keep smiling/ tell her the 
truth/ I’m still drunk from the night before/ when we get to the house there’s 
only babies rolling around on the deck and two dogs in chains/ the mum and 
dad aren’t home/ we fill up a plastic bag with flowers and take off.

The darkest moments of the island unfurl in daylight/ geckos cluck/ fat with 
spirits/ in the car we talk about moves/ I want to inhabit his body/ how to 
move inside the coconut king like water moves inside the land/ Helena talks me 
through her wardrobe/ I can borrow whatever/ I’m going home in three days 
anyway/ her papa’a boyfriend thinks I can do better/ someone with a brain/ we 
smile at each other while my aunty drives/ his blonde eyelashes shine/ Helena’s 
riding shotgun and making a long list/ a shopping list/ a beautification list/ not 
that the coconut king will notice/ my aunty’s given up/ I’m old enough/ girls 
my age make up their own minds/ their own beds/ their own faces with clouds 
of powder. 

Studying the coconut king one night drinking cheap vodka/ dark and wide 
like a massive shadow with paws/ after the vodka he kisses my hand and leads 
me down the beach far away from Helena and her papa’a boyfriend/ closer to 
the edge of trees and rocks/ as clouds cover the moon/ the coconut king takes off 
his shirt/ lays it across the wet sand/ he takes off his pants/ kneels down on his 
crumpled clothes with both hands reaching out to me/ come and dance he says/ 
the waves are playing our song.

Sheets on the line hold their breath/ show off sharp ribs/ hold hands breathe 
out/ everything is moving on the island/ old faces reappear/ asking the same old 
questions/ why did they send you away/ were you a bad girl/ is that why your 
tongue is a dead fish/ did you kill your own tongue/ spitting city trash/ sitting 
unconscious in your own skin/ far away from your people/ sitting on the surface/ 
is it like being covered in plastic/ they ask over and over again/ flicking their 
dusty tongues between English and gibberish.

Helena lies in the sun/ waits for her glass to be filled/ I pour pinot noir/ 
her papa’a boyfriend has turned to gold/ he sits down on the grass beside us/ 
rolls a joint/ they’ve got a cat who likes to fight/ maybe they’ll get married and 
stay on the rock/ teach the cat to love the heat/ Helena wants to study long 
distance/ do it on the internet in town once a week/ they’ve both gotten used 
to seeing the dead/ things go on here/ the elders are healing people by ending 
their lives/ moving their souls into animals/ that explains red-eyed roosters and 
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goats looking for privacy/ why the wild pigs cry like boys/ they say that’s what 
happened to my grandmother/ the church swapped her for a dog/ took all of her 
land/ sold all of her jewels/ Helena’s papa’a boyfriend jokes about me and the 
coconut king/ does he seem like a normal man/ how can I not feel what he is/ 
sleeping with a mountain ghost. 

The coconut king turns up on his motorbike/ I kiss Helena on the forehead/ 
wave goodbye to her papa’a boyfriend/ think about staying away for a while/ 
send my aunty a text that I won’t be home tonight/ she replies with a smiley face. 

We curve our way around the land/ climbing high above the sea/ pull up in 
front of a small house/ he says it belongs to him/ inside there’s no electronics 
only coconut shells and soft fabrics/ a single bed neatly made/ boxes of beer and 
posters of wrestlers on the walls/ I hitch up my long skirt/ fan my face with a car 
magazine beside the bed.

The coconut king sits on the floor in front of me/ rests his hands in his lap/ 
goes soft around the mouth/ everyone wants me to stay/ goes soft around the 
eyes/ tells me to cancel my flights/ it’s easy he knows the number/ his brother 
will answer/ my aunty will get a refund/ I can stay with him on the mountain/ 
my tongue won’t be a dead fish/ he knows where they’ve taken my grandmother’s 
stove/ we’ll make them pay.

He says all of these things with the back of his head bleeding handfuls and 
handfuls of blood/ the room fills with small red waves/ staining the heavy flowers 
of my long skirt. 

https://www.anzliterature.com/member/courtney-sina-meredith/
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Oceania 
(For Epeli Hau’ofa)

Some days 
I’ve been  
on dry land 
for too long 
 
my ache 
for ocean 
so great 
my eyes weep 
waves 
 
my mouth 
mudflats  
popping with  
groping breath  
of crabs 
 
my throat 
an estuary 
salt crystallizing  
on the tip of my tongue 
 
my veins 
become 
rivers that flow  
straight out to sea  
 
I call on the memory of water 
and  
 
I  
am  
star fish  
in sea 
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buoyed by  
lung balloons  
and floating fat 
 
I know the ocean 
she loves me 
 
her continuous blue body  
holding even  
my weight 
 
flat on my back 
I feel her 
 
outstretched palms 
legs wide open 
 
a star in worship 
a meditation as old as the tide 
 
my arms, anemones  
belly and breasts, sea jellies 
Achilles fins, I become  
free-swimming medusa 
 
my hands touching  
her blue curves 
 
fingers tipping  
spindrift 
 
a star in worship 
 
a wafer in her mouth 
 
a five-pointed offering 
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she swirls  
counter-clock-wise 
beneath me, all goddess 
all muscle, energy 
power, pulse  
 
oh, the simple faith  
of the floating 
 
letting go 
in order to be held 
by the body water of the world 
 
some days  
this love 
is all I need
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How do I describe you in English 

integrity / influence / respect / authority / none of those words / quite / reach

like the Greek word “entheos” lies at the root of the word “enthusiastic” / 
it means that / the gods are with you / creative / energetic / enthusiastic / 
charismatic / power / pulse

and yet mana / all of those words / fail to reveal you / although we all know / 
when you are gone

sometimes I imagine a personal bank / an accumulated pool of cool greenstone 
coins / smooth to the touch 
or layer / upon layer / of fine mats 
or yard / upon yard of tapa 
or gift / upon gift / on an altar of altruistic offerings / good deeds / awesome 
feats / I.O.U.s / a golden stash / not unlike cash / unbelievably good karmic 
credit 
and yet this fails to describe / how you are more / than money / can buy

when mana walks in the room / it’s instantly recognisable / intangible / 
expensive accessory / out of reach / it goes with all of your clothes / no room 
for cheap knock-offs / yet we all know / when we see someone / all mana / no 
money
 
mana / you are more than a precious stone on a neck 

you are the space between / the performance / and the audience clapping 
you are the ovation 
we know it / when we see it 
it ignites us / it alights us 
so that the mana in me / sees the mana in you
remembering what it is to be exalted / connected 
in conscious mind / with all that we are / all that we could be

and yet mana / you ebb and you flow / you come and you go 
we live our lives / with / or without you
 
when you are with me / I am Maui who has harnessed the sun 
gold burning through embered fingertips 
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I am all there / all energy 
present / vital / awake 
each cell singing an ode to being alive / woke
 
when you flow through my body / I know
 
I am caught in the current / of a river / larger than the length of my own 
lifetime
it bends where I have been before / same rapids / other waters 
my veins / my blood 
but I know / I am in the flow 
of something greater than my own self 
all of the earth / all of its gravity / physics / motion / movement 
all of that / is with me 
here / right now / time and space / making a place
for me / to be / all that is possible 

and I am a few steps further / from the maunga / where I began as tears
one riverbank closer / to the ocean / where I will return 
to saline / salt / water
all of that dream
 
return / to be burned by the sun / return 
to be held by the clouds / return 
to trickle down the stones of that mountain
return / all the way back to the river / and 
flow

https://www.anzliterature.com/member/karlo-mila/
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Excerpt
Because none of us wore a watch we never knew what time it was once we 
disappeared into the rows to pick. Especially on surly days when the cloud 
cover blotted out the sun. So Jolene bought a clock and wedged it in a 
grapefruit tree right in the middle of the orchard. Every so often we would 
send one of the kids to find the clock, and that’s how we marked the passage of 
the day. 

It was the end of winter and I had heard about work at the orchard by word 
of mouth just in time for the first harvest and juicing. There would be a second 
in three months’ time, for the fruit that had been left to sweeten on the trees. 
We worked six days a week in whatever conditions August threw at us. For a 
few days there, after a run of weather so gentle we thought spring had arrived, 
we had three days of snow showers driven in by a persistent southerly that had 
travelled up the country from Antarctica in a short, sharp, icy fury. Our fingers 
and lips turned blue and on we picked. It dropped to below freezing at night 
in the factory as we juiced, but at least we were out of the rain. In a funny way 
juicing was harder. When we picked we were moving constantly, but juicing 
meant standing on a concrete floor for six hours, either slicing the fruit in 
half, or pushing the sections onto the spinning juicing cones just enough to 
crush the golden liquid out of them but leave the bitter pith. I would go to 
bed sometime after midnight, the rhythm of the factory echoing through my 
shattered body like a stuck record. Too tired to sleep. Too tired to sleep. Too 
tired to sleep.

But there was good stuff too. I loved the way the orchard smelled. It was 
organic so it didn’t have the acrid reek of chemicals I had encountered at 
the other two orchards I’d worked at on previous holidays. Here my travels 
amongst the trees were scented with the sweet beckon of crushed flowers 
and the sharpness of citric oils from the fruit and leaves, which left your skin 
smelling and tasting like oranges. I also liked the quiet, because home usually 
wasn’t. Yes, I did like that, how peaceful it was, for although we worked in 
teams of three or four, often all you could hear apart from the wind beating 
against the shelter belts was the continuous dull thud of the fruit hitting the 
tarpaulins we set up under the trees. There were no machines, not really, just 
people picking bin after bin of pale golden fruit. Not real grapefruit, but Poor 
Man’s Orange, Citrus paradisi. The family who owned the orchard and fruit 
juice company were what made it so good too. They — Arden and Jen, and 
their three teenage daughters, Jolene, Alice and Mimi — picked and juiced 
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alongside us, and made sure we were all well fed. I almost instantly became 
friends with Alice who was seventeen like me. She had horses and during our 
break in the afternoon, between picking and juicing, she would take me riding 
and we would canter for miles along a limestone track that led up into the hills 
of a neighbour’s farm. The wind blowing and the rocking horse motion of the 
mare beneath me as she dug deep to climb the hill sections. The slow trot home 
on the sweating horses. It was better than sleeping or crashing out in front of 
the television until work started again at 6 pm, which is what the others did. 

And then there was Cy.
Cy was the orchard manager who lived in the cottage near the factory. 

Married, rather happily I suspect. With three kids under five. But never mind. 
I wasn’t the only one. We all loved him. Alice used to say how lucky I was to 
be living in the sleep-out in the garden at Cy’s place, and would make up these 
long involved stories, usually containing murder, massacre or just plain bad 
luck, to get rid of the wife, who was actually very nice. I always said that I was 
more than happy to share, but Alice said there was no fun in that. Alice and 
the other girls would flirt with Cy, wolf-whistling when he took his shirt off on 
hot days as he picked alongside us. The only time I ever really looked at him 
was through the viewfinder of my camera, in case he could somehow see what 
was true, for me anyway. Because I’d always been afraid to look. You know, 
truly gaze into someone’s eyes without irony or humour or some other agenda 
that skirts around the edge of everything in order to say absolutely nothing.

Dad had sent me the camera and a heap of film, mainly black and white, a few 
weeks before I started at the orchard. The camera wasn’t new by any means, 
and it had none of the technology that cameras have these days, but it had a 
good lens and was more than up to the job required of it. Lorna was pretty 
scathing about the gift. 

‘When I married your father, my father said “He’ll never have a bob to his 
name”, and he was right,’ she said when I showed her the camera. She had a 
point. Dad wasn’t much more than a name on my birth certificate. It was an 
old hurt, but I hadn’t wanted to hear it that day, so I had gone and sat in the 
band rotunda at King’s Park even though it was raining, looking at the camera 
on my lap, knowing Mum was wrong. I stayed there for hours. Even after it 
got dark. It wasn’t until a man in a raincoat walking a Yorkie came and sat 
beside me and tried to get me to touch him that I decided to go home. Lorna 
wasn’t there. She’d gone out with her new boyfriend, the one with the Miami 
Vice suits who filled her up with Coruba and silly ideas, which she really didn’t 
need any help with. They came home sometime after I’d gone to bed, waking 
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me up by putting Led Zeppelin on the record player, because Lorna liked to 
fuck to Stairway to Heaven. Still, with the music up so loud at least it blotted 
out some of the noise coming through the walls from the bedroom next door. 
I wondered how long it would be before I’d have to listen to her begging him 
not to hurt her. My mother was the kind of woman who men hit. I didn’t like 
him, the new boyfriend; I didn’t like the way he looked at me.

The next day I went to the library and stole a book on black and white 
photography. I still have it. It taught me mostly everything I needed to know. 
I took lots of photos that long month when I took the job at the orchard. It 
was easy enough to get Mum to sign the note I’d written about nursing a sick 
relative, which got me out of school a week either side of the August holidays. 
So I packed my bag and caught the bus north, arriving at the orchard five 
hours later. Sitting beside Cy in the ute as he drove through the trees, heavy 
with first fruit and still bright with white blossom, to his place, tucked under 
a jacaranda, where I was staying for the next four weeks. The sleep-out wasn’t 
anything special, but it was warm and dry and no one came scratching at my 
door at night. No wonder I fell in love.

https://www.anzliterature.com/member/kelly-ana-morey/
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‘Isn’t It’

Paula Morris (Ngati Wai, Ngati Whatua) is an 
award-winning novelist, short story writer, and 
essayist, and convenor of the Master of Creative 
Writing at the University of Auckland. She has been 
awarded numerous fellowships and residencies, 
including Bellagio in Italy and Passa Porta in 
Belgium. The story excerpt here is a contemporary 
take on Katherine Mansfield’s ‘The Garden Party’. 
It’s published in her latest book, False River (Penguin, 
2017), a collection of stories and essays around the 
theme of lies and secret histories. ‘An invigorating, 
sophisticated selection from a writer at the top of 
her form.’ (North and South)
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Excerpt
Lorenzo stood for a while on the front steps, blinking in the sun. He wasn’t sure 
what he was supposed to say to the people in the House Behind. He couldn’t ask 
them to cancel their garden party because Uncle Jack had died en route to the 
shops, in an unsurprising and non-tragic way, and was lying in the spare room 
until Monday, being visited by everyone they’d ever known, as well as a Ratana 
minister and a cluster of watchful Mormons. Probably the House Behind people 
– not neighbours exactly, not yet – had planned this party for weeks or even 
months. They would be happy that the weather was so good, that it was as sunny 
and cloudless today as it was, presumably, in Tuscany all the time. 

But the aunties were right, in a way. Lorenzo saw the new houses of the 
neighbourhood, hidden away like citadels at the end of long, secretive driveways, 
as inhabiting an entirely different place. Those people drove different cars, ate 
different food, sent their children to different schools. They weren’t so much 
joining the community as colonising it. Soon all the little houses would be 
bulldozed and a new Tuscany would rise up in its place, dreamy pastel townhouses 
encircling the scrubby green maunga like some medieval hill town. And all the 
aunties and uncles and cousins, their superettes and fabric stores and takeaways, 
their schools and churches and mobile health centres, would be packed into 
the high-speed trains to Whangarei and/or Hamilton, where land cost less and 
people were still allowed to have gardens and low wages.

His cousin May emerged from the open front door, pulling on her shoes. 
‘If you’re going up there, I’ll come with you,’ she told him. ‘I’d like to have a 

nose around that place.’
‘It’s not an Open Home,’ he said, but he didn’t really object to May coming 

along. When they were growing up, she’d always been the tough one, protecting 
him from the attacking battalions of other cousins. 

‘We could rip down their sign and the balloons,’ she suggested. ‘Or I could 
cry. Do some keening and wailing. Collapse on their doorstep.’

‘No crying,’ Lorenzo said, though he had no better ideas. He stepped out of 
the way so eight members of the Tigafua family could make their way up the 
stairs and through the front door. His mother would be pleased, because they 
were carrying a large amount of food, because they’d left the smallest children 
at home, and because their presence here today, a delegation from all the way 
around the corner, was a sign of respect to Uncle Jack.

Someone else was lingering in the wake of the Tigafua family, a tall blonde 
girl clutching a fabric shopping bag from Nosh.

‘Hi,’ she said, looking from Lorenzo to May. ‘I live – up there. Round the 
back.’
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The House Behind, Lorenzo wanted to say, but he said nothing, and neither 
did May. The girl was in her twenties, he guessed, but she was dressed like 
someone from a World War II movie, in a tailored floral dress, her fair hair in 
smooth waves the shape of sausage rolls. Her lipstick was bright red. 

‘We heard about your – uncle, is it? The undertaker was blocking our 
driveway. I mean, it wasn’t a problem.’

‘Great-uncle,’ said May. ‘Our great-uncle Jack has died.’
The tone of her voice made it sound such a dignified thing. Lorenzo was 

impressed. 
‘Really, so sorry.’ The girl was flushed. ‘It’s awful. Very sad. And I just wanted 

to say, I’m sorry that today of all days we’re having a party. A stupid garden party. 
Themed. You know, vintage.’

She gestured at her hair. Lorenzo still said nothing. Women’s hairstyles were 
not something he liked to discuss. In his experience, they were a minefield, like 
height, weight, the use or absence of make-up, and all items of clothing.

‘I’m Laura,’ she said, still pink-cheeked.
‘I’m May. And this is my cousin, Lorenzo. This is his mother’s house.’
‘Lorenzo?’ Laura seemed startled. ‘Are you Italian?’ 
‘From Tuscany,’ said Lorenzo.
‘He’s Māori and Dutch,’ May told her. ‘And maybe a bit of French as well, 

going back.’
There was something doll-like about Laura – her pink cheeks and red lips, 

her dress – and Lorenzo almost felt sorry for her, venturing down from the 
House Behind into the low-lying, dank marshes where the peasants still lived. 
But why had she wandered in here all dressed up? To let them know that the 
undertaker had blocked her driveway? To explain to them what the sign and 
balloons had already announced? 

Inside, the Tigafua family was singing a hymn. Lorenzo remembered it from 
school: Pe a Faigata Le Ala, Taumafai! If the Way be Full of Trial, Weary Not. He 
wasn’t sure why the Samoan version had an exclamation mark and the English 
version didn’t. It was just one more unanswered question in a life of small, 
niggling anxieties.

Uncle Jack’s way may or may not have been full of trial: Lorenzo wasn’t sure. 
Uncle Jack never seemed to weary, at least, but Lorenzo felt exhausted most days. 
He’d wanted to fall asleep on the plane yesterday, coming back from Wellington, 
but the flight was too short: by the time the shouty All Blacks safety video was 
over, and someone had demanded he choose between a savoury or a sweet snack, 
it was time to land. He wouldn’t mind lying down on the spare bed next to Uncle 
Jack’s coffin right now, just to close his eyes for ten minutes, though people kept 
trooping in and out, telling stories about Uncle Jack’s exploits and rude sayings.
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May stood on the steps humming along with the hymn. The Tigafuas’ 
voices rose, rich and swaying, above the sound of distant traffic and the whining 
lawnmower down the street. Laura, the Nosh bag clasped in her arms, stared 
down at the cracked concrete of the path. When the hymn ended, she looked 
relieved, and something else as well. Trapped, maybe. 

‘It’s a very multicultural neighbourhood, isn’t it?’ she said.
‘It was,’ said May, her tone pointed, and Lorenzo folded his arms, suppressing 

a smile. This was so much better than the two of them creeping along the 
driveway, knocking on the other front door like salesmen, like service-providers. 
Laura had come to them. They could have their way with her, whatever their 
way might be.

‘I brought you some food,’ Laura said, squeezing the bag. ‘Some things from 
our party. Just little sandwiches and cakes. It’s not much. I’m sorry.’

She looked defeated. And she was quite right, Lorenzo thought; compared 
with the formidable vats and trays borne by the Tigafua delegation, this bag of 
fancies wasn’t much at all. 

‘It’s just a little, you know, a koha,’ Laura continued, and this seemed to 
soften May.

‘You better come in,’ she said.

https://www.anzliterature.com/member/paula-morris/
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Prominent Māori writer Apirana Taylor (Te 
Whānau-ā-Apanui, Ngāti Porou and Ngāti Ruanui) 
is the author of two novels, six collections of poetry, 
four short story collections, and three plays. He has 
been included in multiple anthologies and is also an 
in-demand musician and a performer. Taylor’s first 
collection of poetry, Eyes of the Ruru, established 
his powerful voice among Māori writers. His novel 
Five Strings (Anahera Press, 2017) follows the love 
story of welfare-dependent Mack, a larger-than-life 
street philosopher, and Puti, whose violent temper 
leads her into fights on the grim city streets where 
they live. It is a ‘virtuoso display of emotional and 
stylistic range . . . an almost unique fusion of savage 
narrative threaded with incantations, song and 
poetry’ (New Zealand Herald).
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Excerpt

44

Slapping her tits like Tarzan, king of the concrete jungle, Puti bellowed at 
passers-by. Her cupped palms slapped her breasts and the sound echoed along 
the street as she called. ‘Come and suck my tits, Dr Genie. C’mon that’s what 
you want! Get all the milk you want!’

Her breasts were red and pimply around the nipples. She clenched her hands 
into fists and thumped them. Red welt marks and white splotched eruptions 
broke out on her chest as she belted herself.

‘Come and suck them! Drink my poison, Nurse Genie.’
She opened her hands and dug her fingers into her breasts. She dragged her 

hands down and across so her nails dug into her chest and gouged plough-marks 
so deep she dripped blood from her nipples.

She raised her hand palm upwards. ‘Here! Drink!’ she barked. She called out. 
‘Hey, I’m callin’ you, baby.’ 

Despite having tough skin, once it was cut by her nails she bled easily and 
profusely. Her blood dripped onto the concrete leaving little red spots that became 
little lakes. It took a long time for her blood to clot because it was so diluted with 
alcohol. The pain and the shock of the lacerations relieved her mental stress and 
anguish for a time. She laughed and then started gouging herself again.

Dig them in deeper girl. Deeper girl. Deeper. ‘C’mon, you bastards, this is 
what it’s all about. Do you love it? Don’t you just love it. Welcome to my world. 
Yes you too can be like me. I’m every woman’s dream.’

 She was about to gouge herself again when she fell on her back and lay still 
on the pavement. 

131

In the dark forest, to be lost within was to be blind. A flickering light passed 
like a will-o’-the-wisp along the overgrown path. It cast a light on the trees, 
which drew back, and it drove off the dark creatures that crept and crawled 
through the undergrowth.

A slight breeze accompanied the growing light, blowing life into the dead 
valleys and airless caves. The faint memory of a birdsong could be heard trilling 
in the distance.

Could it be, the dawn might come to the dark forest for the first time in 
many years?
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Along the trail the light grew and footsteps walked the path. Leaves and 
mossy foliage became a soft carpet for feet as the woman passed silently by. A 
dry streambed slowly filled with water as the woman’s footsteps neared. As she 
passed, the waters flowed clear.

Following her there arose the faint sound of many songs.

‘Ka tahi tī
ka rua tī
ka haramai te patitore
ka rauna, ka rauna
ka noho te kiwikiwi
he pō, he wai, takitaki
nō Pī, nō Pā
ka huia, mai,
kai ana, te whetū
kai ana te marama
ko te tio rere i runga rā te pekapeka
kōtore, wīwī, wāwā, hekeheke
te manu, ki ō tau. 
Tihei mauri ora…’

One star, two stars
the patitore comes
it turns and turns
as the kiwi sits upon the night
the waters flow
from Pi
from Pa 
they gather
consume the stars
consume the moon
as the bird soars aloft
a frosty chill
descends like a bat
from above
where we sit within the cosmos
surrounded
from here there and beyond
alights the bird…
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i ka tū te ihi
i ka tū te wanawana
i runga i te rangi
e tū iho nei…

the force
and the power
rises like the sun
on this day…’

This was no passive, submissive female lost in the dark forest. This was Hine 
Rongoā, a woman of might and light. The most beautiful kōwhaiwhai that 
ever was adorned her and only hinted at her power and beauty; the most noble 
feathers couldn’t say it. The stars were as dust to her radiant strength and beauty.

She was created by the Gods from the very light they sought. The blood of 
Papatūānuku and Hine Tītama flowed through her. She had the mana [strength] 
of Hine-te-iwaiwa. She could never be killed. She sprang from the reviving water 
of Tāne. The dark fled before her. 

 She lived in and was the living house. 
 For too long she had lain within her whare with all the creatures of the dark; 

suffocating undergrowth and evil trees destroying and blotting out all light. She 
waited for the necessary signs that would show she was called for. Only then 
could she move with the power of her house to heal and bring strength. She 
heard the woman scream: ‘Help!’

She would not let her daughter go without a fight.

https://www.anzliterature.com/member/apirana-taylor/
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Selina Tusitala Marsh is a Pacific poet, scholar 
and the current New Zealand Poet Laureate (2017-
19). As the 2016 Commonwealth Poet she wrote 
and performed a poem for Queen Elizabeth II 
at Westminster Abbey.  Her first collection, Fast 
Talking PI (2009), won the Jesse Mckay Best First 
Book in the New Zealand Book Awards, her second 
collection, Dark Sparring (2013) was critically 
acclaimed and positioned her in ‘the vanguard of 
contemporary Pacific Literature’ and ‘one of the 
most important poetic voices of her generation’ 
(Edmeades, 2013). Marsh’s most recent collection, 
Tightrope (Auckland UP, 2017) is described as 
‘A dark but ultimately jubilant meditation on 
existence.’ (New Zealand Herald) which ‘brings to 
life the poet’s ongoing dialogue with memory, life, 
and death’. Tightrope (2017) was long-listed for the 
2018 Ockham New Zealand Book Awards. 
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Led by Line
(for Oceania’s poetry foremothers)

 
We are led by line

blood line love line  land line

the stitched line
 is a fine line
  when out of line
   with the colonial line

we are led by line

horizon line body line fault line  fissure line 

is out of line
 with the imperial line
  the buried-head-in-the-sand line

we are led by line

lining up our spoken lines broken lines

lines of disintegrating harmonies
 when we realign 
  laying it on the line
   by drawing our line in the sand
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Le Coup

When I was three 
and breaking the law
by placing one foot 
in front
of the other
never looking down
or back
just straight ahead 
on the seven-foot 
pool fence
in Avondale

in New York 
Philippe Petit 
was breaking the law
placing one foot 
in front
of the other
never looking down
or back
1,350 feet 
above the earth
between the Twin 
Towers ambulating 
back and forth 
eight times
as the world held
its breath 
for the death 
defying art 
criminal 
one week shy
of twenty-five. 
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Philippe, flexing
along the petite wire
tongues the air
chews humidity
tasting to see 
if rain is 
there or 
not there 
a cloudburst 
would wash 
away his life
illegal alien
illicit street 
juggler tossing 
about in the mists
air choreographer
winds back 
inertia and time 
not a circus 
tent in sight
just curtains 
of art and opera 
rising, the theatre 
of poetry 
beginning 
as Philippe 
scores
the line.

https://www.anzliterature.com/member/selina-tusitala-marsh/
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Out of the Vaipe, the 
Deadwater: A Writer’s Early 
Life

Born in Apia, Western Samoa, Albert Wendt is one 
of New Zealand’s and the Pacific’s major poets and 
novelists, and has been an influential figure in the 
development of New Zealand and Pacific literature. 
He has published numerous novels, poetry 
collections and short stories, and edited several 
notable anthologies of Pacific writing. His many 
literary prizes include the Commonwealth Writers’ 
Prize for the South East Asia 2010 and Pacific Region 
for his novel The Adventures of Vela and the 2012 
Prime Minister’s Award for Literary Achievement in 
Fiction. He has been awarded the Companion of the 
New Zealand Order of Merit 2001, and the Nikkei 
Asia Prize for Culture 2004. In 2012, the Aiga Sā-
Maualaivao of Malie conferred on him their highest 
ali‘i title, Maualaivao, in a ceremony in Samoa. He 
is also a member of the Aiga Sā-Su’a of Lefaga, the 
Aiga Sā-Patu and Aiga Sā-Asi of Vaiala and Moata‘a. 
In 2013 Wendt was awarded New Zealand’s highest 
honour, the Order of New Zealand. Out of the Vaipe, 
the Deadwater: A Writer’s Early Life (Bridget Williams 
Books, 2015) explores his childhood in Apia, Samoa.
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Excerpt
We are not people of Apia, yet when I was born my aiga was living in Tauese, a 
suburb of Apia. My grandfather, Tuaopepe Tauilo, and grandmother, Mele, had 
shifted to Apia so he could participate in the Mau movement of the 1920s. He 
bought almost 1 acre of land in Tauese from one of the ali’i of Apia.

The main reason why he agreed to shift to town was this: the movement for 
self-government had erupted and Apia was alive and invigoratingly pregnant 
with forebodings of violent action and political intrigue, things so essential 
to grandfather’s spiritual health. He also saw the movement as a god-given 
opportunity to prove once and for all to his enemies that he was a great 
orator and freedom fighter and nationalist leader.

‘Pint-size Devil on a Thoroughbred’,
in Flying-Fox in a Freedom Tree

So because our Lefaga grandfather wanted to be in the Mau, the movement for 
self-government, our aiga found itself in the Vaipe, Apia.

The name Vaipe, Deadwater, is a neighbourhood name for our little 
neighbourhood; outside it is known as Tauese. We named it after the small 
brackish stream that flows through the community, a swampy stream in a 
swampy, boggy area. The stream was strong when I was growing up, but with 
the building of more houses and fale, and with drainage and roading over the 
years, it has weakened considerably and now flows through large drain pipes; it 
flash floods only when we have heavy rain and high tides.

As children, fascinated by the English language and movies, we referred to 
the little stream as our ‘Mississippi’. When I meet my sisters and brothers and our 
friends from that childhood today, we all laugh and refer to it as the Mississippi!

The Vaipe has the Roman Catholic Cathedral at its western boundary, 
the court and police station to the east, the market and harbour in front, and 
the swamps behind it. These are convenient boundaries that I’ve turned into 
a symbolic fence for the marvellous world of the Deadwater. Inside that, I’ve 
established my aiga’s ‘God’s Little Acre’. 

In that God’s Little Acre over the years we have had three fale, a small store, 
and a double-storeyed Palagi house, which my father built in the 1960s. In my 
childhood there were always at least forty people living in that compound: my 
parents and ten of us, my Aunt Mine and Uncle Taulauati and their children, 
and, on and off, other aunts and uncles and their siblings, and the children of 
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relatives from the villages. It was extremely difficult for my parents to feed, clothe 
and educate everyone, and also to contribute to the innumerable fa’alavelave. 

Because she had married into the family – the Wendts, especially my father’s 
sisters and brothers, expected her to play a secondary role. This proved to be the 
domestic task of organising and, with the younger family members, doing all the 
chores. The haunting memory of my mother hand washing the laundry of that 
number of people under the cold tap in the outside shower, soaping the clothes 
and then pounding them with a wooden pounder, and then hand-wringing 
them, morning after morning, has remained with me to this day.

We didn’t have a fridge, inside kitchen or stove, so all the cooking was done 
outside over an open fire in our umu faleo’o. We all had to wash and shower 
under the shower outside under gatae trees. 

So on a typical week day, those who were rostered to do the cooking got up 
earlier than the others. The rest of us got up at six, had lotu with our grandmother, 
then went outside to pick up the rubbish. We washed our faces in the outside 
shower, dried them with the one towel we had to share, dressed for school, and 
then had breakfast comprising of two slices of buttered bread (and jam if lucky), 
and a cup of sugared tea.

School started at 8; we walked there. No lunch. We returned home when 
school finished at 1 p.m. In the early days of the Vaipe, when our parents couldn’t 
afford lunch, we had to wait for the final evening meal to eat again. That meal 
was usually a large stew or supo of mutton flaps or tinned fish, and boiled green 
bananas. We all looked forward to the to’ona’i on Sunday, the main lunch of 
the week, when like every other family we cooked an umu and enjoyed larger 
helpings of a greater variety of food. To this day, I still remember what feeling 
hungry for long periods of time is like. I have to remember, though, that most 
other families in Samoa, especially in the urban area, were like us.

Our grandmother refused to live in the Palagi house. We, the children, spent 
most of our time in her spacious fale, which before our Palagi house was built in 
the 1960s was our family home. Nearly all the children and older siblings slept 
there communally under large mosquito nets.

Every evening, we gathered for the family lotu, conducted by our father. 
He would open the service by welcoming everyone. Then our mother, who had 
a marvellous soprano voice, started singing a hymn and we would all join her 
in four-part harmony. Our father would then read from the Bible – or choose 
someone else to do so. He would then talk about the reading, and use it to 
chastise us for anything wrong we’d done that day.

Years after my grandmother’s death, while I was home for a visit, my father 
asked me to say the prayer. Everyone in our aiga knew I was no longer a church-
goer – a major sin in Samoan terms. And they all knew he had me cornered, 
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but they had forgotten that I was no longer the obedient, reticent son. I simply 
looked across at my father and declared, politely, it would be best if someone 
who still believed said the prayer; I even asked one of my younger brothers to say 
it. Over the next few years my father and aiga came to accept my atheism: they 
knew I wasn’t ever going to repent and return to the Christian fold.

Then, after the family meal, we showered and gathered in our grandmother’s 
fale. She would ask for volunteers to ku’i (pound) her legs, and while the 
volunteers did this as she lay under her blanket, her head on her ali, she would 
tell us fagogo – myths and legends. We would lie on sleeping mats in our nets, 
listening.

https://www.anzliterature.com/member/albert-wendt/
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